The linear hydrodynamics of a stationary suspension of randomly distributed, nondilute spheres in an incompressible fluid is rigorously studied with the aid of a scaling expansion method. A space-time coarse graining is carried out in a manner consistent with an expansion in sphere concentration c to obtain a linear macroscopic transport equation, which is local in time but nonlocal in space, to order c . Fluctuations'around the macroscopic motion are also investigated and are shown to be small for dimension d& 2.
PACS numbers: 47.55.Mh, 66.20.+d, 82.70.Kj A porous medium saturated with viscous fluid is often described by the equations p, (6/6 t)u = 1lV'u -(ri, /k)u-V P; V u = 0 (1) in terms of the fluid vel. ocity u, pressure P, mass density p"shear viscosity 1l (1i, for the pure fluid), and permeability 1l,/k. At steady state this is Brinkman's' ad Roe expression obtained by adding a Darcy-law' damping term (ii,/ k) with the boundary condition v(r, t) = 0 at a sphere surface, and the initial condition v(r, t =0) =u, (r).
The fiuid velocity v(r, t) is coarse grained in space;
where the length cutoff b is set to be much longer than the radius a but much shorter than the characteristic length l=-K ' of the macroscopic processes concerned. The pressure P(r, t) is coarse grained similarly.
We assume that the spheres are distributed as dilute hard spheres; uniformly but without overlap. The Three kinds of expansions have been used to obtain macroscopic transport equations from microscopic equations: expansions in sphere con-PHYSICAL. RZVIZW r. ETTKRS We decompose the time evolution of v(r, z) into a causal motion u(r, z)=-(v(r, z)} and its fluctua- (pp -q, V')bu(r, z)+S 'Vbp (Sr, S 'z)=-S~"Jd r'Z~(Sr, Sr', S 'z) bu(r', z)+R(r, z) (gb) with V ' bu= 0, where 8= 2, P = (p}, bp -= p -(P}, and (u, (r)) = u, (r). Since the fluctuation bu is generated by the fluctuating force R, the term zbu must balance with R; thus R(r, z)-S H(r, z). Therefore, the problem reduces to the calculation of F~a nd the correlation function of R(r, z). The latter deter mines the relation between the unknown exponents n and P.
The scaled memory function S""Z is expressed diagrammatically in Fig. 1 , to order S '. The diagram elements, their algebraic expressions, and their order in S are given in Table I . The memory function Z is divided into two classes, a local (Zz, ) and a nonlocal (Z"') memory function, Z =ZI, +Z"z; here the space dependence of Z~is on r/a while that of Z" is on r/f. There are three types of interactions: (1) long-range interactions which give a local contribution to the memory function (B) and (C) of Fig. 1 
where 7 is the unit tensor, g =6vq, a, p'=-8+n', a'= pp/q» and the renormalized propagator G(r, z)=(2~)-'jd'us'"' [q (u'+t 2)j '(I -Ka ').
The terms proportional to 6(r -r') come from the local diagrams. The logarithmic term is due to the diagram (D), and the q, term arises from the expansion in V' of the diagram (A). The last nonlocal term arises from the diagram (E).
In the scaling limit S~, Eqs. (9a) and (10) The correlation function of the fluctuating force R(r, t) also takes the asymptotic form, to the lowest order in S ', (R(r, t)R(r', t)) = 6(r -r')cg'u, u" (14) where we have chosen the initial value u, (r) as a constant u, . Since u, -S " u, and R(r, t)-S x R(r, t), use of Eq. (14) for the Gaussian process is as follows. The spatial coarse-graining cell size (b) was taken to be large so that the number of spheres for a cell eb" is large even in the low-density limit t. " 0. In fact, Eq. (7) leads to cb" »S~'cb". Therefore, this is valid as far as d &2. Since Eq. (13) is linear, the fluctuating force R(r, t) is also Gaussian. As is easily seen from Eq. (14), however, R(r, t) is not white noise. This property prevents the steady-state variance of Bu(r, t) from having a long-range correlation, which is expected from the Langevin equation, Eq. (13), when R(r, t) is 1606 ! white noise. In fact, use of Eqs. (13) and (14) leads to the short-range correlation lim (6u(r, t)~5u(r', t)) =-. '(za}u, ' exp(-~~r -r'i). Chem. Phys. 62, 2391 Phys. 62, (1975 40-50, (c) 100-110, and (d) 
